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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the potential of
using large pre-trained language models to gen-
erate non-playable character (NPC) scripts in
video games. We introduce a novel pipeline
that automatically constructs believable NPC
scripts for various game genres and specifica-
tions using Transformer-based models. More-
over, we develop a self-diagnosis method, in-
spired by prior research, that is tailored to es-
sential NPC characteristics such as coherence,
believability, and variety in dialogue. To evalu-
ate our approach, we propose a new benchmark,
The Turing Quest, which demonstrates that our
pipeline, when applied to GPT-3, generates
NPC scripts across diverse game genres and
contexts that can successfully deceive judges
into believing they were written by humans.
Our findings hold significant implications for
the gaming industry and its global community,
as the current reliance on manually-curated
scripts is resource-intensive and can limit the
immersiveness and enjoyment of players.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been a growing in-
terest in applying deep learning models to Natural
Language Generation (NLG) for open-domain dia-
logue systems and conversational agents. In paral-
lel, the gaming industry has been striving to create
more immersive experiences for players by enhanc-
ing their interactions with non-playable characters
(NPCs). However, the potential of utilizing state-of-
the-art deep learning models, such as Transformer-
based models, to create NPC scripts remains largely
unexplored.

Pre-trained Transformer-based language mod-
els (PLMs) like OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Brown et al.,
2020) and ChatGPT (Schulman et al., 2022) have
demonstrated impressive conversational abilities
(Milne-Ives et al., 2020). In certain contexts, the
text generated by these models can be nearly indis-
tinguishable from human-written text (M Alshater,

2022) without the aid of external tools or water-
marks (Gambini et al., 2022). The use of these
models in real-world applications has been expand-
ing in areas such as customer service automation
(Xu et al., 2017) (Zou et al., 2021), educational
conversational agents (Molnár and Szüts, 2018),
and mental health dialogue systems (Abd-Alrazaq
et al., 2019).

Despite their growing prevalence, the effective-
ness and generalization capabilities of PLMs in
various contexts remain uncertain. One such un-
charted domain is the creation of “non-playable
characters” or NPCs in video games.

When comparing chatbots to NPCs, the latter
can be considered as a narrative-driven variant of
goal-oriented chatbots. However, NPCs and chat-
bots serve different purposes and operate in distinct
environments. Generating NPC scripts presents
unique challenges, as the dialogue must be consis-
tent with the game’s plot, genre, and the NPC’s
character to maintain player immersion and suspen-
sion of disbelief (Kerr and Szafron, 2009). Accord-
ing to Lee and Heeter (2015), NPC believability
hinges on “the size and nature of the cognitive
gap between the [NPC that] players experience
and the [NPC] they expect”. Players anticipate
NPCs with individualized and possibly dynamic
traits, which should be reflected in their dialogue.
While incorporating personality into dialogue sys-
tems is well-studied (Qian et al., 2017) (Smestad
and Volden, 2019) (de Haan et al., 2018), the chal-
lenge of generating goal-oriented, believable NPC
scripts that align with a game’s narrative and the-
matic elements, while preserving player immersion,
remains substantial.

The ability to automatically generate contextu-
ally appropriate dialogue for a specified character
could have an effect on the design paradigms of
future video games. While manually scripted nar-
ratives and plot points will continue to hold their
value, developers could augment player immersion
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Figure 1: A sample output of our NPC construction pipeline.

by allowing an array of NPCs to dynamically re-
spond to a player’s in-game progression.

Traditionally, game design involves scripted di-
alogues only for NPCs that contribute directly to
a quest or story line, thereby limiting the extent
of player interaction. It is not often possible for a
player to initiate a conversation with a companion
about an ongoing quest or solicit their views, creat-
ing an impression that, from an NPC’s perspective,
the player’s existence is confined to the quests they
undertake.

Simply implementing an interactive compan-
ion system necessitates writing dialogues for ev-
ery quest for all possible companions—a labor-
intensive task. Expanding this system to encom-
pass a majority of a game’s NPCs would fur-
ther compound these challenges, increasing the
amount of labour to an unreasonable degree. The
vast amount of dialogue required for each narra-
tive stage would significantly exceed typical time
and resource constraints of most developers. De-
spite the potential enrichment of the player ex-
perience, the practicality of creating such an im-
mersive, dialogue-rich environment using solely
human-authored dialogue in game development re-
mains questionable.

In this study, we investigate the application
of Transformer-based models like GPT-3 to the
task of creating NPCs and generating believable
scripts. To this end, we develop an NPC construc-
tion pipeline capable of generating dialogue based
on the NPC’s attributes alone. Our pipeline com-

prises three key modules: a) a Feature Charac-
terization Schema that classifies NPCs based on
personality traits and world descriptions, b) an Au-
tomatic Prompt Creation process that employs the
schema to generate tailored prompts for condition-
ing language models, and c) a Dialogue Generation
phase that uses the customized prompts to generate
scripts with Transformer-based PLMs. Figure 1
provides an example of dialogue generated through
this pipeline. We also devise and automate an eval-
uation metric for NPC dialogue quality, drawing
inspiration from related literature (Brown et al.,
2020). Lastly, we propose the Turing Quest: a test
using human judges to assess the believability and
quality of generated NPC scripts.

2 Related Work

In recent years, there has been a growing inter-
est in dialogue systems and conversational agents.
However, the exploration of dialogue generation
for NPCs in video games, despite their similarities
to chatbots, remains limited. Although most video
games in the past decade include NPC dialogue,
research on automating its creation using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is still in its infancy.

NPC Dialogue generation. In the early 2000s,
efforts in NLP to create better NPC dialogue re-
lied on hand-crafted algorithms and manually au-
thored grammars (Schlünder and Klabunde, 2013)
(Ryan et al., 2016). Schlünder and Klabunde (2013)
succeeded in generating greetings that players per-
ceived as more polite and appropriate than in-game
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greetings. However, their rule-based method re-
lied on labor-intensive, discrete human-defined
steps that were difficult to scale into full branching
conversations. With recent advancements in goal-
oriented chatbots utilizing machine learning tech-
niques such as reinforcement learning (Liu et al.,
2020) and dialogue generation through deep re-
inforcement learning (Li et al., 2016) (Li, 2020),
automating NPC dialogue generation becomes in-
creasingly feasible.

The introduction of AI into games has led to
the application of various AI techniques and algo-
rithms to enhance gameplay experiences through
improved bots (Nareyek, 2004) and adaptive ex-
periences (Raifer et al., 2022). There has been
significant research into using machine learning to
create bots that provide challenging and entertain-
ing opponents for players (Håkansson and Fröberg,
2021). However, this trend of applying machine
learning to different game design tasks does not
extend to dialogue generation for NPCs.

Although pre-trained language models such as
GPT-3 continue to expand their applicability, gen-
eralization remains an unsolved problem. While
PLMs like GPT-3 have shown natural language gen-
eration capabilities (Topal et al., 2021), research
into NLG with Transformer-based models trained
on NPC dialogue has revealed that the generated di-
alogue “compared rather poorly to human-written
[dialogue]” in terms of purpose and coherence
(Kalbiyev, 2022). Nevertheless, generalization dif-
ficulty for LMs is not unique to NPC dialogue (Ye
et al., 2021). We hypothesize that NPC dialogue
is not merely another generalization problem but a
distinct task. This hypothesis is supported by the
inadequacy of chatbot evaluation metrics (Peras,
2018) when applied to NPC dialogue.

NPC Dialogue Metrics. Metrics proposed for
chatbots do not directly translate to suitable metrics
for NPC dialogue. While chatbot success is often
determined by how “human” they sound and their
ability to maintain a conversation with a human
(Turing, 1950), NPC dialogue is always directed
and goal-oriented. Generating dialogue for NPCs
presents unique challenges compared to text gener-
ation in fictional settings. The generated dialogue
must be consistent with the game world and the
NPC’s specific traits and personality, and it should
ensure coherence and contextual relevance in re-
lation to the player’s input. No test equivalent to
the Turing test or its alternatives, such as the Wino-

grad schema (WSC) (Winograd, 1972; Levesque
et al., 2011) exists specifically for NPC dialogue.
To our knowledge, there is no standard metric to
evaluate the quality of generated NPC dialogue.
One suggested metric for NPC dialogue is “coher-
ence, relevance, human-likeness, and fittingness”
(Kalbiyev, 2022). While coherence, relevance, and
human-likeness can be applied to chatbots, fitting-
ness—defined by Kalbiyev (2022) as how well the
response fits the game world—is unique to NPCs.

3 NPC Construction Pipeline

The objective of the NPC construction pipeline
is to automatically generate coherent, contextu-
ally appropriate, and engaging utterances for an
NPC, given the dialogue history between the NPC
and a player, as well as the contextual informa-
tion about the NPC and the game. The pipeline
consists of three modules, which serve to a) char-
acterize the NPC according to a generalized rep-
resentation schema that captures crucial informa-
tion about the NPC’s role, personality, and game
context, b) generate short prompts based on the
characterization, providing contextually relevant
pretexts for the language model (LM), and c) gen-
erate utterances based on these prompts using an
LM optimized for NPC dialogue generation.

3.1 Module 1: Feature Characterization
Schema

The first module in the pipeline involves develop-
ing a schema that characterizes a given NPC ac-
cording to a number of game- and NPC-relevant
features. Identifying the most concise set of fea-
tures needed to define any NPC is a challenging
task, as NPCs not only exhibit vastly different per-
sonalities but can also serve different purposes for
the player and the game world. For example, in
the action role-playing game, “The Elder Scrolls
V: Skyrim” (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011), the
NPC Balgruuf the Greater is a Jarl, i.e., a king or
ruler who assigns quests to the player to maintain
peace. In contrast, a character like KL-E-0 from
“Fallout 4” (Bethesda Game Studios, 2015), a robot
arms dealer in a post-nuclear apocalyptic world,
has little concern for peace. Based on (Warpefelt,
2016), NPCs should possess both a ludic function
and a narrative framing for their actions to be coher-
ent and believable. That is, an NPC should fulfill
a gameplay or mechanical purpose—i.e., a ludic
function—while advancing the narrative through
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their actions.
To develop a characterization of NPCs that cap-

tures their differences across various games and
genres, we should consider several important fea-
tures, such as their relationship and role with re-
spect to the player (e.g., buying and selling, pro-
viding quests, etc.) and their individual personality
and values. Taking into account narrative purpose,
ludic purposes, and the personality and character-
istic differences of NPCs, we propose five game-
specific features to characterize and distinguish
NPCs:

Narrative Ludic
function

World Desc. D
NPC Role D
NPC Personality D
Game State D D
NPC Objective D D

Table 1: The features and their purpose(s).

Each of these five features either fulfills a ludic
function or contributes to the game’s narrative, and
in some cases, a feature serves both purposes. This
schema enables us to classify NPCs based on their
in-game mechanics (Hunicke et al., 2004) while
also capturing their role in the game’s story. By
incorporating these features into the NPC construc-
tion pipeline, we can create NPCs that not only
adhere to the context and constraints of the game
world but also exhibit distinct and engaging per-
sonalities, which can significantly enhance players’
immersion and overall gaming experience.

World Description. A world description pro-
vides a summary of the story thus far, including
information about the game world and its unique
characteristics. Without this information, actions,
thoughts, and utterances may be incoherent or unfit-
ting, as they lack awareness of the setting and genre.
This may result in dialogue or actions that con-
flict with the player’s expectations. For instance,
if Balgruuf from the previous example, originat-
ing from a fantasy adventure game, were placed
in a sci-fi horror set in space, his actions, appear-
ance, and dialogue would clash with the rest of
the game. NPCs become “essentially incompre-
hensible if they are not framed according to the
narrative” (Warpefelt, 2016). Ignoring information
related to the setting, genre, and themes present
in the NPC’s world may affect the believability

and fittingness of the NPC. More importantly, the
narrative dissonance generated could shatter the
willful suspension of disbelief —coined by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge (1971)—and break the player’s
immersion in the game’s world and story.

Role. Each unique NPC is created to fulfill
a purpose. Continuing from the previous ex-
ample, Balgruuf primarily functions as a quest-
giver—facilitating the player’s progression through
the main quest line and occasionally offering side
quests to enrich the narrative experience. Omitting
his role would fail to represent a critical function of
his character. Defining the role of an NPC, whether
as a vendor, quest giver, or storyteller, etc., is thus
crucial. We selected these roles based on the ty-
pology of NPCs and the NPC model proposed in
(Warpefelt, 2016). We adapted the types of NPCs
from (Warpefelt, 2016) and simplified the set of
NPC types to those that would feasibly have a con-
versation with the player while also merging entries
that were similar in their roles. This resulted in
eight types of NPCs, six neutral or friendly roles,
and two non-friendly roles, as shown below, in
Table 2.

Metatype Role

Functional
Vendor

Service Provider
Questgiver

Providers Story teller

Friendly
Ally

Companion

Adversaries
Enemy
Villain

Table 2: Adapted NPC types.

The role an NPC occupies influences their ex-
pected dialogue. Although these roles are not mu-
tually exclusive within a single NPC (e.g., some
NPCs can be vendors at times while providing a
quest at another time), at any given point during a
dialogue with a player, the NPC occupies only one
of these roles.

Personality. To describe any given NPC, it is nec-
essary to elaborate on their personality and unique
characteristics that distinguish them from other
characters. These characteristics include physical
attributes and appearances, psychological and per-
sonality traits such as the strength of the OCEAN
personality traits proposed in (Digman, 1990), likes
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and dislikes, etc. This feature focuses on the details
of the NPC’s character, such as their occupation,
beliefs, and other related details. NPCs are charac-
ters at their core, making it essential to incorporate
these details into their depiction.

Game State. This describes the progression of
the game and changes to the NPC’s location. The
NPC’s dialogue may change based on the objec-
tives completed by the player and the current state
of the in-game world. The addition of this feature
allows us to focus on the NPC during any single
time frame during the course of the game. This
enables better classification of dynamic NPCs that
change over the course of the game and react to the
player’s actions. This feature also allows specify-
ing details such as the current location of the NPCs
and the scope of information the NPC possesses.
Game state serves both a narrative and ludic pur-
pose; for example, a shopkeeper may offer more
goods depending on the player’s actions, and the
NPC’s location also aids in framing their actions
and dialogue, as a vendor may only offer certain
goods in specific towns.

Objective. The NPC Objective is the purpose of
the NPC apart from the player. According to Den-
nett Daniel (1981), personhood consists of six dif-
ferent themes: Rationality, Intentionality, Stance,
Reciprocity, Communication, and Consciousness.
Providing an NPC with a role satisfies intention-
ality, as each action should be motivated by what
the NPC was designed to achieve. However, giving
them goals and aspirations allows the NPC to have
a stance and perhaps even consciousness (Kalbiyev,
2022). If a blacksmith’s objective is to raise enough
money for their family, they should act and speak
accordingly. Their actions and dialogue should not
solely reflect their personality but also their objec-
tive. This feature allows the schema to capture
complex and dynamic NPCs with intricate values
and goals not fully represented by their role or per-
sonality. The addition of this feature enables the
NPC to have a greater purpose than merely serving
as an outlet for exposition or facilitating a game
function.

With these features, we propose that each unique
NPC can be encapsulated and represented wholly,
as shown in figure 2. Each one of these features
is independent of one another, allowing for mod-
ularity when designing NPCs. However, clashing
combinations may still exist regardless of the mod-

World A fantasy world of Dragons and
magic; Skyrim

Role Questgiver
Personality Nord, Jarl of Whiterun, Loyal,

Noble, Blonde, reasonable
State Sitting on throne in dragonsreach.

Contemplating the war and re-
cent reports of dragons

Goal The safety and prosperity of the
people of whiterun and a solution
to the looming dragon threat.

Figure 2: Completed features for “Balgruuf the
Greater”.

ular nature of this schema.

3.2 Module 2: Prompt Creation
Prompt creation was designed with the feature rep-
resentation schema in mind. Providing the LM
with sufficient information about an NPC is cru-
cial to ensure that the generated dialogue remains
consistent with the character’s identity. These re-
quirements are akin to the challenges faced by the
feature representation schema. Consequently, the
prompt creation module integrates the various fea-
tures present in the schema and uses them as a
prompt. The first line of each prompt begins with
the sentence “You are an NPC in a game”, followed
by optional details such as a name, some details
about the world that the NPC inhabits, the role of
the NPC, basic personal characteristics, their cur-
rent state (e.g., sitting outside thinking about their
daughter), and finally their goal(s). Most of these
categories are optional, except for the NPC type
(i.e., their role), which must always be present. By
incorporating these features, the prompt creation
module empowers users to guide the LM in generat-
ing diverse NPCs with individualized personalities,
allowing for greater customization without the need
for prior fine-tuning or training.

NPC Header. Utilizing this prompt creation
method, we created the NPC header, a represen-
tative example is depicted in figure 3. This header
plays a pivotal role in dialogue generation by pro-
viding essential information about the character.
For our needs, we also created a player header us-
ing the same information used in the NPC header,
guiding the LM to mimic a player’s behavior and
facilitate automated dialogue generation. The gen-
erated player dialogue is less creative and more
prone to repetition compared to human-written dia-
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Figure 3: Example of an NPC header.

logue. This issue is beyond the scope of this paper,
as our focus lies on NPC dialogue generation.

3.3 Module 3: Dialogue Generation

Dialogue generation was executed automatically
and iteratively. The prompt was structured as a
combination of the header and the current dialogue
history. The header section is continually swapped
depending on which agent’s dialogue—NPC or
player—is currently being generated. By placing
the header at the top of the prompt and swapping it
for the active agent, PLMs can generate dialogue
that is coherent with the current speaker and their
traits.

First Sentences. In early development-stage re-
sults, GPT-3 demonstrated difficulty in generating
effective first sentences. Combined with the inher-
ent challenge of generating human-like responses,
this led to a significant drop in the overall quality of
dialogue—often resulting in both NPC and player
generating blank lines or constantly repeating the
same responses. A workaround was developed by
employing a small set of hand-written first sen-
tences based on the genre and NPC type. This
workaround allowed the conversation to avoid im-
mediate repetition while minimizing interference
with dialogue generation.

Repetition. In our preliminary testing, we found
that PLMs struggle to avoid repetition when the
player dialogue is similar to a past query or sen-
tence. This often caused the NPC’s response to be
similar or even identical to its previous response.
To circumvent this issue, we implemented a dy-
namic frequency penalty. The dynamic frequency
penalty incrementally increases when the NPC or
player generates a response that already exists in
the conversation. After detecting a repetition and
incrementing the frequency penalty, the LM at-

tempts to regenerate with the same prompt, exclud-
ing the repeated sentence. This process occurs up
to three times or until a new sentence is generated
before resetting the frequency penalty to the orig-
inal value before any increments. This technique
significantly reduced overall repetitions and drasti-
cally decreased the occurrence of loops appearing
early in the conversation.

4 Evaluation

To assess the performance of the NPC construction
pipeline and the resulting generated dialogue, we
designed a comprehensive evaluation metric that
examines dialogue quality based on coherency, be-
lievability, degree of repetition, alignment of the
NPC’s dialogue with their role, and fittingness of
the NPC’s dialogue within their world. These cat-
egories draw from and adapt Kalbiyev (2022)’s
metric for evaluating video game dialogue. Each
metric is assigned a score between one and five,
with the sum of these scores indicating the overall
quality of the dialogue.

Self-diagnosis harnesses the capacity of
Transformer-based language models to detect
patterns within text and their few-shot learning
performance to enable rapid, automated evaluation
of dialogue without prior fine-tuning. We con-
ducted a human evaluation of 66 different NPC
scripts to assess the accuracy and reliability of our
self-diagnosis approach. After each conversation
was evaluated and scored, we found a correlation
between parameters and their average score. By
including our full NPC header, we were able to
generate dialogue of higher quality. We then
conducted a single-blind test where human judges
were asked to determine whether an NPC script
was generated by AI or written manually by a
human.

4.1 Self-Diagnosis

We investigated the ability of pretrained language
models, such as GPT-3, to understand, evaluate,
and diagnose dialogue when given a specific non-
trivial query (e.g., “whether an NPC behaved co-
herently”). Schick et al. (2021) demonstrate that
PLMs can identify socially undesirable attributes in
text, such as racism and violence. We propose that
this self-diagnosis capability is not only applicable
to socially undesirable attributes but also enables
PLMs to self-diagnose a broader and more general
set of attributes, themes, and behaviors without fur-
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ther fine-tuning. For simple questions, such as if a
genre was clearly distinguishable in text, PLMs per-
form accurately in a zero-shot environment without
examples and further guidance. This behavior is
supported by Sanh et al. (2022). However, this per-
formance does not hold when dealing with more
complicated and potentially subjective questions.

Figure 4: Prompt structure of self-diagnosis.

Our self-diagnosis approach consists of provid-
ing examples of different scoring dialogue for each
metric that needed further clarification. By scoring
dialogue”, we mean, for example, giving the LM
a prompt like “What a perfect score looks like” or
“What a 3 should look like”. In preliminary tests,
we found that simply inputting a script and posing
a question led to relatively reliable results; however,
the output occasionally did not align with human
responses or logic. By formulating the question
more precisely and asking for a numeric response
rather than a free-form sentence response, we were
able to obtain a numeric answer more accurately.
To account for potential variability in the responses,
we set the temperature to 0 for each test, yielding a
deterministic model devoid of stochastic behavior.
We leveraged the PLM’s few-shot learning abili-
ties by adding three examples of different scoring
sample dialogue before the prompt. This approach
aligns scores obtained through self-diagnosis more
closely with human scores on queries that a PLM
would otherwise have difficulties with.

4.2 The Turing Quest
To evaluate the performance of our NPC Construc-
tion pipeline and the degree to which the resulting
generated dialogue appears human-written, we pro-
pose a test tailored to NPC dialogue—the Turing
Quest. Inspired by the Turing test (Turing, 1950),
the goal of this test is to determine whether a gener-
ated NPC script can be distinguished from human-
written dialogue by human judges. A script passes
the Turing Quest if the judge deems it human-

written, and fails if perceived as AI-generated.
Conducting this test on multiple NPC script sam-
ples helps assess the proficiency of state-of-the-art
PLMs in generating convincing NPC dialogue.

The Turing Quest is a self-administered question-
naire. For each script, it asks the judge to determine
if the NPC’s dialogue is written by a human or an
AI. Since the scope of this test is to determine the
believability of an NPC’s dialogue, the player’s
dialogue can be manually written by a human.

For our test, six NPC scripts were evaluated by
12 individual judges. Four of the six scripts were
generated by GPT-3, one was manually written, and
the final script was sampled from the game Skyrim.
Our test group comprised twelve people familiar
with video games and NPCs. From the responses
of our judges, we determined the average passing
rate was 64.58% for all AI-generated scripts. The
best performing generated script had a pass rate of
75%. Interestingly, 75% of judges believed that the
dialogue sampled from Skyrim was AI-generated
and 50% thought the same for the manually written
script. This could highlight the expectations of
players regarding the current state and abilities of
LMs and conversational agents. These findings
provide strong empirical evidence that our pipeline,
when applied to PLMs, is capable of producing
NPC scripts that resemble and perhaps even surpass
human-written NPC dialogue.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Parameter Search and Model Selection

We conducted a comprehensive random grid pa-
rameter search to identify the optimal model and
parameters for generating high-quality NPC dia-
logue. Three key parameters influenced the quality
and score of the generated dialogue: the language
model, temperature setting, and the integration of
our NPC construction pipeline prompt.

Utilizing different versions of GPT-3 (OpenAI’s
text-davinci-002, text-curie-001, and text-babbage-
001 models) and a range of temperatures (0 to 1,
incremented by 0.1), we compared the quality of
dialogue generated with our full prompt and a min-
imal version without the world description, NPC
Personality, game state, and NPC objective sec-
tions. We repeated the experiment with another
NPC role to ensure generalizability1.

1The code to reproduce all of our experimental results
are available at https://github.com/FieryAced/-NPC-Dialogue-
Generation.
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Figure 5: Evaluation Scores of varying models and
temperatures.

Our analysis revealed a significant decline in
quality from the text-davinci-002 to text-curie-001
models, and an even more pronounced decrease
between text-curie-001 and text-babbage-001. This
is consistent with recent research which has shown
that larger and more complex models, such as GPT-
3’s text-davinci-002 model, have the ability to learn
and generalize more complex patterns from larger
and more diverse datasets, resulting in better per-
formance across a wide range of natural language
processing tasks (Brown et al., 2020).

Furthermore, the recently proposed InstructGPT
framework by Ouyang et al. (2022) allows for tar-
geted fine-tuning of pre-trained language models
to better suit the task at hand. This approach in-
volves providing additional instructions during fine-
tuning, such as providing task-specific prompts or
data augmentation techniques, which results in im-
proved performance for downstream tasks. With
the success of InstructGPT, it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that language models can be further
optimized for specific use-cases by adjusting their
architecture or fine-tuning process. Thus, it is rea-
sonable to assume that newer and more advanced
models, such as text-davinci-003, should gener-
ally perform better than their predecessors. Finally,
our analysis shows that full-prompt models outper-
formed minimal prompt ones, with an average 4.06
point higher score, demonstrating the effectiveness
of our prompting method.

A Pearson correlation test (excluding the atyp-
ical data point with a temperature of 0) showed a
positive correlation between temperature and score,
r(8) = .7055, p = .022646. Higher temperature
values yielded better results, with the highest aver-

age scores at temperatures of 0.9 and 0.8.
Based on these findings, we recommend using

advanced Transformer-based LMs like OpenAI’s
GPT-3 “text-davinci-002” at a temperature around
0.9, along with our NPC construction pipeline, for
optimal NPC script generation.

5.2 Results
Self-Diagnosis: To assess the reliability of the
self-diagnosis module, we manually evaluated 66
NPC scripts using the same metrics applied in self-
diagnosis. A Pearson correlation test showed a
strong positive correlation between self-diagnosed
and human-evaluated scores, r(64) = .8092, p <
.00001. This demonstrates the module’s con-
sistency and correlation with human evaluation
scores.

Turing Quest Results: Our NPC construction
pipeline, when using the recommended parameters,
generates dialogue that not only passes as human-
written but also scores highly on the evaluation
metric. On average, our generated dialogue was
thought to be hand-written 64.58% of the time with
the best performing script passing as human writ-
ten 75% of the time. The generated NPC scripts
exhibit goal-oriented behavior and adherence to the
in-game world and genre, maintaining player im-
mersion. The Turing Quest results further confirm
the high quality of the generated dialogue.

6 Conclusion

We developed a novel pipeline capable of auto-
matically generating NPC scripts comparable or of
superior quality to human-written NPC dialogue
using Transformer-based PLMs. We then created a
self-diagnosis module which provides a method to
evaluate and compare the quality of NPC dialogue
quantitatively. Finally, our proposal of the Turing
Quest allows us to determine the capabilities of a
language model when applied to the task of NPC
dialogue generation and whether a script passes
as human-written. While the NPC construction
pipeline allows for modularity even in between re-
sponses, that aspect was not explored in depth in
this paper. We will explore dialogue generation for
dynamic NPCs with evolving roles or attributes in
future research.

Limitations

The dialogue generated for the player exhibits a
higher degree of repetition and has a tendency to-
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wards looping. This limitation exists as we did
not focus on generating player dialogue as that is
a different problem of its own. To account for this
limitation, both the self-diagnosis and the Turing
Quest only evaluate the NPC’s dialogue.

Currently, the maximum context window for the
dialogue history portion is limited by the max to-
kens of a given model minus the tokens required for
the NPC header. Despite being a rare occurrence,
it is possible that the dialogue history becomes so
long that the model may not be able to generate
any responses as there is no more remaining space.
We did not experience this problem; however, a
workaround would be to discard the oldest dialogue
history entry as needed. This approach however
may cause the NPC to lose out on information that
it would otherwise be able to leverage in dialogue.

Ethics Statement

The presence of bias within NPC models/systems
poses a significant risk particularly as the demo-
graphic of young individuals, still in the age of
development, who enjoy playing video games con-
tinues to expand. In 2006, 92% of children in
the ages of 2-17 had played video games (Doğan,
2006). 97% of players under the age of of 18 play
more that an hour of games daily (Granic et al.,
2014). According to recent statistics, the global
demographic of active video game players is pro-
jected to increase over 5% year-over-year (Doğan,
2006), reaching over 3 billion active players world-
wide in 20232. This means, in the future, video
games will reach more young children and adoles-
cents. If the presence of bias is not addressed, it
could subconsciously normalize problematic be-
haviours seen in games in children as humans are a
product of both nature and nurture (Plomin and As-
bury, 2005). This in turn may lead to more biases
being overlooked or ignored by the next generation
of researchers, creating a vicious cycle.
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